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ABSTRACT: Regression testing is an important phase in software maintenance activity to ensure the modification 

caused by debugging. Regression testing is a testing to test the modified software during the maintenance level. 

Regression testing is a costly but crucial problem in software development. Both the research community and the 

industry have paid much attention to this problem. This paper try to do the survey of and current practice in industry 

and also try to find out whether there are gaps between them. This research discusses the problems about current 

research on regression testing and quality control in application of regression testing in the engineering 

practice, and proposes a practical regression method, combing with change-impact-analysis, business rules 

model, cost risk assessment and test case management The proposed Advanced genetic algorithm for regression 

test case prioritization (AIGTCP) is compared with previous approach using APFD metric. The results represent that 

propose approach outperforms the earlier approach. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Regression testing is an iterative process, a new round of testing has a great similarity with the pre-test, so how to reuse 

historical accumulation of test resources, and improve testing automation to efficiently complete testing are worthy of 

further study. The Test case prioritization techniques [4] intend to arrange test cases for regression testing in such a 

manner, with the goal of amplifying some criteria. Rothermel et al. [1] and Elbaum et al. [3] proposed a variety of test 

case prioritization techniques to the boost fault detection rate. 

 

 The Advanced Genetic Algorithm is well suited for solving problems where solution space is huge and time taken to 

search exhaustively is very high. Another advantage of this algorithm is that it has the ability to solve problems with no 

previous knowledge.   

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

Test case prioritization can address to boost a diversity of objective functions such as rate of fault detection, rate of 

detection of high-risk faults, likelihood of revealing regression errors, coverage of coverable code, and confidence in 

the reliability of the system under test [1]. Numerous techniques have been investigated to arrange test cases for 

regression testing, with an attempt to test modified software, nine different test case prioritization techniques have been 

explained by Rothermel et al. [1]. We have presented an approach for prioritizing regression test cases on the basis of 

three factors which are rate of fault detection (RFT), percentage of fault detected (PFD) and risk detection ability 

(RDA). RFT is defined as the average number of defects found per minute by a test case [7]. PFD is the percentage of 

fault detected by a test case. RDA is defined as the ability of test case to detect severe faults per unit time.  
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The previously mentioned test models are relying on software development process, so there is no practical 

implementation approach for regression testing. Different from the unit testing, integration testing and performance 

testing in development process, regression testing repeatedly emphasizes accumulation, which can be completed 

through the structure and the business rules modeling methods, so that the cycle of regression testing can proceed.  

 

To build a supporting platform of regression testing for decision-making, at first, you need to scan and analyze the 

source code of the core business systems, and set up an application description model; meanwhile, a bank of expert 

knowledge of the industry should be established to collect and refine business information. And then, a model of 

business rules should be established to express business information. Finally, risk assessment model will be established, 

according to industry application and the characteristics of test implementation.  

 

In regression testing, reusing of used cases can greatly improve test efficiency, and reduce time and duplication of 

effort. Therefore, there is a huge test case library at the supportive platform. It indexes all the used cases in catalogue to 

associate the specific cases with related businesses, and facilities the reference of cost-assessment model and the 

automatic generation of the test scripts.  

 

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

A. Design Considerations: 

If business systems change with the modification of demands, and with the changes of system maintenance and other 

reasons; if new versions of the software are produced by the development department, implementation steps regression 

testing of are as follows:  

 

Step 1. Collect change requests 

 

Step 2. Identify the scope of the next release and the scope of the next release and determine which change requests 

will be included in the next build. 

 

Step 3. Document the requirements, functional requirements, functional specification and implementation plans for 

each grouping of change requests.  

 

Step 4. Implement the change. 

 

Step 5. Test or verify the change. Unit testing is done by the person who made the change, usually the programmer. 

Function testing tests a functional area of the system to see that everything works as expected. Regression testing is 

system-wide to insure that all areas of the 

system still function as expected. This validates that the change caused no unexpected side effects and that the system 

still has the overall functionality it had before the change.  

 

Step 6. Release. 

 

What need to emphasize here is that the regression testing is required to be system-wide, also mentioned that in the 

industry, multi level regression testing is required to insure the software quality. Since in practice, large systems may 

be developed in different stages and by different teams. During the process, testing is involved in almost every stage, 

such as unit testing, functional testing, acceptance testing and field testing. So in practice, regression testing is required 

to be embedded in every mature software development process, since for every change of the software, no matter how 

tiny it is, regression testing must be applied. 

 

B. Description of the  Proposed Algorithm: 

We consider three factors for proposed prioritization technique. These factors are discussed as follows.  
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(i) Rate of Fault Detection  

 

The rate of fault detection (RFD) is defined as the average number of defects found per minute by a test case For the 

test case f. 

     

           RFDf  = (Ni/ time f) * 6  (1) 

 

(ii)  Percentage of Fault Detected  

 

The percentage of fault detected (PFD) for test case Tk can be computed by using number of faults found by test case 

Tk and total number of faults, expressed as follows.  

 

   PFDf  = (Nf/ N ) * 6  (2) 

 

(iii) Risk Detection Ability  

     

It can be defined as the ability of test case to detect severe faults per unit time. Testing efficacy could be progressed by 

emphasizing on test cases which detect greater percentage of severe faults (RDA). Risk value was allocated to every 

fault depending on the faults impact on software. To every fault a Risk  value has been allocated based on a 10 point 

scale expressed as follows.  

 

Very High Risk: RV of 10 

High Risk: RV of 8 

Medium Risk : RV of 6 

Less Risk: RV of 4 

Least Risk : RV of 2. 

 

For test case Tf, RDAf have been computed using severity value Sf, Nf is the number of defects found by Tf, and timef 

is the time needed by Tf to find those defects. The equation for RDA can be expressed as follows. 

 

RDA = (Sf* Nf)/time f (3) 

Test Case Ranking  

 

Test case Ranking is the summation of the three factors which are RFD, PFD and RDA. For test case Tf, Test case 

ranking (TCRf) can be calculated by the equation given below: 

 

TCR f = RFD f + PFD f + RDA f (4) 

IV. PSEUDO CODE 

 

The proposed prioritization technique expressed as follows.  

Input: Test suite ST, and test case ranking (TCR) for every test case are inputs of the algorithm.  

Output: Prioritized order of test cases.  

Step1. Start  

Step 2. Set ST empty  

Step 3. For each test case Tf ε ST do  

Step 4. Calculate test case ranking using equation (4)  

Step 5. end for  

Step 6. Sort ST according to descending order of TCR value  

Step 7. Let ST be T  

Step 8. end  
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V. SIMULATION RESULTS 

 

For the purpose of motivation this example assumes a priori knowledge of the faults detected by T in the program P. 

 

TABLE 1: Sample data of Test cases                                             Table 2. RFD, PFD, RDA for test cases T1..T6  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

The values 

of rate of 

fault 

detection 

(RFD), 

percentage of fault detected (PFD) and risk detection ability (RDA) for test cases T1..T10 is calculated by using 

equation (1), equation (2) and equation (4) respectively. Table 2represents the values for all three factors which are 

RFD, PFD, RDA for test case T1..T6   respectively. 

 

Table 3. Test case ranking for T1..T6 respectively               Table 4: Test cases ordering for proposed order 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For test cases, T1..T6, TCR value computed from equation (4) as given below. Table 3 shows test case ranking for each 

test case. Table 4 shows the prioritized order. 

 

Comparison with the previous work  

In this section, the proposed prioritized order is compared with previous work Table 7 represents proposed order of test 

cases and the prioritized order proposed  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 7: APFD % for no prioritization, Random 

 

Test 

cases 

No of 

faults 

covered 

Execution 

time 

Risk 

severity 

T1 2 12 8 

T2 3 14 10 

T3 1 11 4 

T4 4 10 20 

T5 2 10 12 

T6 2 13 6 

Test 

cases  

RFD  PFD  RDA  

T1  1.66  2  1.333  

T2  2.142  3  2.142  

T3  0.9  1  0.3636  

T4  4.0  4  8  

T5 2.0  2  2.4  

T6 1.538  2  0.923  

Test cases  Test case ranking  

TCR=RFD+PFD+RDA  

T1 4.993  

T2  7.284  

T3 2.263  

T4 16  

T5 6.4  

T6 4.461  

Test cases  Prioritized order  

T1 T4 

T2  T2 

T3 T5 

T4 T1 

T5 T6 

T6 T3 

Prioritization 

Technique 

APFD %  

Non Prioritized 49% 

Random approach  56%  

AGRTCP  78%  
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fig 1 : APFD Percentage for no order,andom and AIGTCP 

 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

Software tests, especially software represented by regression testing, it accompanies the whole life cycle of industrial 

application system. This paper presents a regression testing method for industry-oriented applications to solve issues, 

such as the low degree of automation of large-scale business systems and difficulty of defining test coverage. For every 

test case all the three factors are calculated and test case ranking is computed by adding these factors for each test case. 

To solve the problem of test case prioritization we prioritize test cases, according to decreasing order of test case 

ranking value, and we obtain the prioritized order of test cases. The proposed approach is compared with different 

prioritization techniques such as no ordering, using APFD metric. The APFD is calculated by taking the weighted 

average of the number of faults detected during the execution of the test suite 
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